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MESA: Monthly Market Flash June 2015
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Market Overview

 Interest rates inched higher on a global basis early in June, as consensus
was building for an interest rate policy change in the U.S. later this year.
With limited earnings data, and generally benign to positive economic data,
sentiment remained generally positive for much of the month.  That
sentiment shifted dramatically later in June as Greek debt took center
stage.  What had looked like a perfunctory negotiation for additional capital
took a decidedly negative turn when it became clear that Greek leadership
and ECB representatives were not on the same page, and increasingly
resistant to compromise.  In a surprising move, Greece’s PM Alexis Tsipras
called for a referendum on July 5th, nearly a week after an IMF loan
payment was due, meaning Greek voters would decide if austerity
measures required by the ECB for additional capital would be accepted.
This set in motion worriesof a possible “Grexit” – Greece’s potential exit
from the European Union.

 Global equity markets moved lower in June, with the U.S. and Japan
outperforming, while Europe and the emerging Asian markets lagged. The
U.S. was supported by a flurry of strong economic readings in the United
States, including a non-farm payroll surprise of 280,000 new jobs and a
jump in consumer spending in May. Statements from Puerto Rico’s
governor that indicated that it could not pay down debt weighed on market
sentiment, but had limited impact on the broader municipal bond market.

 On the other side of the world, China was also generating investor angst. A
price bubble in Chinese A-shares appeared to burst rapidly, as shares
available to local investors and select institutional buyers plummeted by
20% over the last two weeks of the month. Despite the fall, A-shares
remain up over 100% over the past year.  China moved to curtail
speculation by changing margin requirements, but also moved to provide
support to markets by reducing benchmark lending rates and reducing bank
reserve requirements.

 Interest rate sensitive assets struggled ahead of much anticipated U.S. rate
increases.  Utilities in the U.S. declined by 6%, while U.S. and global REITs
were both meaningfully lower.  Commodities bucked the trend, gaining
1.8% as grain prices soared on poor weather conditions in the Midwest.

.
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Russell U.S. Equity Index Style and Capitalization Returns (%)

Growth Broad Value Growth Broad Value

Large Cap (1.76) (1.88) (2.00) Large Cap 3.97 1.70 (0.62)

Mid Cap (1.61) (2.07) (2.56) Mid Cap 4.18 2.35 0.41

Small Cap 1.34 0.75 0.13 Small Cap 8.74 4.75 0.76

Source: eVestment Alliance, Russell Indices Source: eVestment Alliance, Russell Indices
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Month Year to Date Month Year to Date
MSCI EAFE ($) (2.83) 5.53 MSCI EM ($) (2.60) 2.96

MSCI Europe ($) (3.07) 3.82 MSCI EM Asia ($) (3.92) 5.21

MSCI UK ($) (3.57) 1.99 MSCI EM EMEA ($) 0.37 3.86

MSCI Japan ($) (1.71) 13.62 MSCI EM Latin America ($) 0.98 (6.39)

MSCI Pacific ex Japan ($) (3.76) 0.58 Source: eVestment Alliance, MSCI

Source: eVestment Alliance, MSCI

Non-U.S. Developed Market Returns (%) Emerging Market Returns (%)

Equity Markets

 Global equity markets moved considerably lower during the month in both
U.S. dollar and local currency terms.  Dramatic losses were sustained during
the last week of the month as it became clear to investors that a Greek debt
deal would not be completed and enthusiasm for Chinese shares sharply
reversed course. With most investor concerns centered outside the U.S.
market, the S&P 500 was a relative winner with a 1.9% loss.

 Small cap stocks outperformed in both the U.S. and international developed
markets. Value stocks struggled in June, and are now well behind growth
stocks on a year-to-date basis. Sector performance remained diverse in June
with a sizable spread between the best performing sector, consumer
discretionary (+0.6%), and the month’s laggard, utilities (-6.0%), which has
been hit hard this year as the prospect for higher rates looms ever closer.
Merger and acquisition activity continued to drive market activity in the
healthcare sector (-0.3%), keeping investor enthusiasm high and generating
strong relative outperformance.

 In overseas markets, the MSCI EAFE Index lost 2.8% in U.S. Dollar terms, and
was down 4.4% in local currency terms. Despite uncertainty over Greece’s
future in the European Union, the euro held onto gains from earlier in the
month and finished 2% higher than the dollar thanks to reasonably strong
economic data suggesting growth was rebounding in many parts of the region.
The Japanese market was a relative outperformer, losing just 1.7% in dollar
terms. First quarter GDP was revised dramatically higher from original reports,
while consumer spending rose in May – the first increase in a year.

 The MSCI Emerging Markets Index fell 2.5% in June, with considerable
variations in returns across regions. Volatility increased and selling accelerated
at month end, when Greek talks failed and the Chinese market declined
precipitously. Weakness was most pronounced in Asia, with large declines in
China, Korea and Taiwan. China’s central bank cut benchmark rates again and
stock market regulators changed margin financing arrangements in an effort
to quell rampant market speculation in Chinese A-Shares. Latin America and
emerging Europe posted small gains.  Latin America was up thanks to a 3.8%
gain in Brazil following an increase in policy rates and a successful bond
issuance by Petrobras following a protracted accounting scandal.
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Month Quarter Year to Date

Barclays Aggregate (1.09) (1.68) (0.10)

Barclays Government (0.85) (1.50) 0.07

Barclays U.S. TIPS (0.97) (1.07) 0.35

Barclays U.S. Inv. Grade Corp. (1.84) (3.16) (0.92)

Barclays U.S. Mortgaged Backed (0.76) (0.74) 0.31

Barclays U.S. High Yield (1.49) 0.00 2.52

Credit Suisse Leveraged Loan (0.31) 0.79 2.87

Source: eVestment Alliance, Barclays, Credit Suisse

Month Quarter Year to Date

Citigroup Non-U.S. WGBI Hedged (1.50) (3.20) (1.01)

Citigroup Non-U.S. WGBI Unhedged 0.01 (1.54) (5.83)

JP Morgan EMBI Global (1.69) (0.29) 1.76

Source: eVestment Alliance, Citigroup, JP Morgan

U.S. Fixed Income Returns (%)

Non-U.S. Fixed Income Returns (%)

Fixed Income Market

 During the month, the yield on the U.S. 10-year Treasury moved close to
the 2.50% level, the highest since September last year, before closing the
month at 2.35%, up 25 bps from the end of May. Investors continue to
believe the FOMC’s first change to policy rates will occur sometime later
this year, which has helped move the 10-year higher by 71 bps from a
low of 1.64% in February.

 The BC Aggregate index fell 1.09% in June, the 3rd straight monthly
decline, and the worst monthly loss since June 2013.  The index struggled
as rates rose and credit spreads widened.  Corporate debt issues
remained under significant pressure, falling 1.84%.  Investment grade
corporate debt is down 0.92% for the year, representing one of the worst
segments in the U.S. bond market over that period.  While rising rates
explain some of the relative performance, elevated new issuance
associated with robust merger and acquisition activity has also been cited
for some of the weakness. While longer-duration assets were more
impacted by the move higher in rates, TIPS outperformed the Aggregate
index thanks to a move higher in the consumer price index in June, the
5th straight monthly gain.  Mortgages were a relative winner within the
Aggregate, falling 0.76% during the month as higher interest rates tend
to translate to lower refinancing activity.

 While bank loans held up better in June, more significant spread
widening hurt the Barclays High Yield index (-1.46%). High yield spreads
widened dramatically in the month, increasing to 476 bps over
comparable duration Treasuries from 433 bps at the start of the month.
In contrast, bank loan spreads widened by only 17 basis points. Although
crude price declines were minimal, energy-related credits were especially
weak.

 Developed market interest rate movements were mixed in June, with
Germany seeing flight-to-quality buying activity as Greek concerns grew.
The Citi WGBI hedged index closed the month with a 1.50% loss, but
managed to generate a 0.1% gain in local currency terms. Emerging debt
spreads widened by 10-12 bps across sovereign and corporate issues.
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Liquid Alternative Strategies

 Hedge fund strategies, as represented by the HFN Hedge Fund Aggregate
Index, lost 1.06% in June, the first monthly loss since December last year, and
the largest since June 2013. All strategies declined as there proved to be few
places to protect capital. With global equity markets declining sharply,
interest rates up, and credit spreads widening, most strategies faced
significant headwinds during the month. Equity market neutral was the best
performing strategy, down 0.16%, while the largest losses were posted by
CTA/managed futures and macro managers, with both down close to 1.9%.

 Event Driven and distressed mangers were also among the weakest strategies
in June, with weakness in equities and widening credit spreads generally
hurting. Despite the hectic pace of new M&A activity, merger arbitrage
managers were unable to generate a positive return as deal spreads widened
modestly during the equity markets sell-off late in the month.  For the year,
event driven and equity long/short remain the best performing strategies,
with gains near 5%, while CTA/managed futures is the lone negative strategy.

 After falling 6 out of 7 months between July 2014 and January 2015, inflation
has been up the past five months, including a 0.35% rise in June. Despite this
reversal, real asset performance has been mixed. While most commodity
prices declined during the month, grains helped push the Bloomberg
Commodity index to a 1.77% gain.  Wheat, corn and soybean prices soared
during the month, as extreme wet weather over several weeks in the
Midwest created concerns over crop conditions. As a group, grains were up
18.5%.  These gains were offset by declines in oil and metals, both precious
and industrial.  Gold fell to $1,172 per oz. during the month, and remains in a
downward spiral that started over five years ago. Industrial metals (-4.85%)
continued to be plagued by slower growth in China and the view that overall
demand would continue to contract as a result.

 Last year’s best performing asset class, U.S. REITs, has shifted course to
become among this year’s worst performing.  As the prospect for a change in
interest rates in the U.S. draws nearer, U.S. REITs have come under increased
selling pressure.  The NAREIT Equity index was down 4.60%, pushing the year-
to-date decline to 5.7%.


